Let U q (g) be the quantized enveloping algebra corresponding to the semisimple Lie algebra g. W e describe algorithms to obtain the multiplication table of a PBW-type basis of U q (g). We use this to obtain an algorithm for calculating a Gr obner basis of an ideal in the subalgebra U ; , which leads to a general construction of irreducible highest-weight modules over U q (g). We also indicate how to compute the corresponding R-matrices.
Introduction
Quantized enveloping algebras have been widely studied, almost exclusively by theoretical means (see, e.g., 2], 6], 8]). In this paper we consider the problem of computing with a quantized enveloping algebra. For this we need a basis of it, along with a method for computing the product of two basis elements. To this end we will use so-called PBW-type bases. The main subject of this paper will be an algorithm for computing the product of two elements of such a PBW-type basis. We use this to construct highest-weight modules over quantized enveloping algebras, and the corresponding R-matrices.
Below w e recall some notation and de nitions. Here, as in the rest of this paper, we borrow h e a vily from 6]. A citation as 6], 4.15(3) refers to the formula (3) in paragraph 4.15 of 6].
Let g be a split semisimple Lie algebra over Q, with root system . We l e t V be the vector space over R spanned by . B y W( ) we denote the Weyl group of . On V we x a W( )-invariant inner product ( ) s u c h that ( ) = 2 f o r all short roots . This means that ( ) = 2 4 6, where the last possibility only occurs if comes from a component o f t ype G 2 .
We w ork over the eld Q(q). For 2 w e set q = q ( ) 2 and for a non-negative i n teger n, n] = q n;1 + q n;3 + + q ;n+1 . F urthermore, n] ! = 1] 2] n] and n k = n] ! k] ! n ; k] ! : Let = f 1 : : : l g be a simple system of . Then the quantized enveloping algebra U q (g) is the associative algebra (with one) over Q(q) generated by F , K , K ;1 , E for 2 , subject to the following relations K K ;1 = K ;1 K = 1 K K = K K E K = q ;( ) K E K F = q ;( ) F K E F = F E + K ; K ;1 q ; q ;1 together with, for 6 . Also, since these two algebras are isomorphic, the problem is the same in both cases.
A v ery crude way to nd a basis of U + is to use the fact that U + is isomorphic to the free algebra generated by the E modulo the ideal generated by the relations (R E ). It is possible to show that this ideal has a nite Gr obner basis, which w e can calculate (see, e.g., 9]). A basis of U + is then given by all monomials in the E that are not divisible by a leading monomial of an element of the Gr obner basis. However, a much more e cient w ay of dealing with the problem is via so-called PBW-type bases (cf., e.g., 6 ], 8], 10]). For 2 we use the automorphism T of U q (g), given by the formulas of 6], x8.14. Let w 0 = s i 1 s i t be a reduced expression for the longest element i n W( ). For 1 k t set E k = T i 1 T i t;k (E t;k+1 ). It can be shown that the E k are elements of U + , and that the elements E n 1 The main part of this paper deals with describing algorithms for nding these commutation relations (Section 2). Then in Section 3 we apply this to construct highest weight m o d u l e s over quantized enveloping algebras, and the corresponding R-matrices. Finally in Section 4 we give an example and an account of practical experiences with an implementation of the algorithms in GAP4. We explain some more notation and terminology to be used in the sequel. Let w = s i 1 s im be a reduced expression in the Weyl group W( ). Then we set T w = T i 1 T im . It can be shown that this automorphism depends only on the element of the Weyl group represented by w, not on the particular reduced expression (cf. 6], 8.18). Let u = s j 1 s jm be a second reduced expression in W( ). If the reduced expressions w and u are equal (i.e., i k = j k for all k) then we write u = w. I f u and w represent the same element o f W( ), then we write u w. W e denote the length function on W( ) by`, e.g.,`(w) = m.
In the sequel we will assign a weight to certain elements of U + . Let e = E i 1 E ir be a monomial in the generators of U + . Then we s a y that e has weight P r k=1 i k . A l s o , i f a is a linear combination of monomials of weight , then we s a y that a has weight . W e note that this means that the elements E have w eight for all 2 (cf. 6], 8.18(4)). Also if = P l i=1 k i i is such a weight, then the level of is the number P l i=1 k i . In the sequel we will use the term straightening to denote the process of rewriting elements of U q (g) to normal form, using a set of skew-commutation relations.
Finding commutation relations
As before is a root system, with simple system = f 1 : : : l g and Weyl group W( ). We rst describe an algorithm for nding the commutation relation of E , E , for positive r o o t s . F or this we suppose that does not contain components of type G 2 . A set of commutation relations for this case is known in the literature. For the sake of completeness we h a ve added such a set in Appendix A.
Let w = s i 1 s im be a reduced word in W( First suppose that the elementary move consists of replacing s s by s s , i.e., h _ i = 0. In this case X 1 = T (E ) = E and X 2 = E commute, and we get p u simply by i n terchanging the exponents of X 1 , X 2 .
Secondly suppose that the elementary move consists of replacing s s s by s s s . In this case h _ i = h _ i = ;1. We set X 1 = T T (E ) = E , X 2 = T (E ) and X 3 Thirly, suppose that h _ i = ;1 and h _ i = ;2. We set X 1 = T T T (E ) = E , X 2 = T T (E ), X 3 = T (E ), X 4 = E , and Y 1 = T T T (E ) = E , Y 2 = T T (E ), Y 3 = T (E ), Y 4 = E . This case has two subcases. The And we do the same as above, now substituting X's for Y 's and using the rst table for type B 2 of Appendix A.
The main part of the algorithm for computing the commutation relation of E , E consists of a recursive procedure that uses relations from the rank 2 case. This idea is taken from the proof of 2], Theorem 9.3. And essentially the algorithm below is an e ective v ersion of that proof. Roughly the algorithm looks as follows.
Algorithm CommutationRelation
Input: two reduced words w 1 w 2 in W( ), and two simple roots such t h a t 1. w 2 = w 1 w 0 2 , w h e r e w 0 2 6 = 1 , 2. w 0 2 = s 1 s r , where 1 = , 3.`(w 2 s ) > (w 2 ). Output: X = T w 1 (E )T w 2 (E ) ; q (w 1 w 2 ) T w 2 (E )T w 1 (E ), where X is a w 2 -expression.
Step 1 Step 2 If`(w 1 ) = 0, then we set w = w 0 2 = s 1 s r and u = s 1 s r;1 . I f (w) = 1, then return 0. Otherwise we use a recursive procedure to calculate X, distinguising a few cases according to the Dynkin diagram of the roots and r .
Comments: We will ll in the recursive procedure of Step 2 later. We will prove that it terminates by induction on the pair (`(w 2 ) ;`(w 1 ) (w 1 )), where pairs of this form are lexicographically ordered. It is clear that the recursive call of Step 1 terminates by induction on this pair. Also if in Step 2,`(w) = 1 t h e n the commutation relation is 0 by 6], 8.9(7).
In the recursive procedure of Step 2 we will need an algorithm Straighten. For a reduced word y it takes a y-expression that is not in normal form, and straightens it. This algorithm gets the commutation relations it needs from calls to CommutationRelation. I f(y) `(w) then those calls will terminate by induction. Indeed, write y = s 1 s m , then the algorithm CommutationRelation will be called with words y 1 y 2 , where y 1 = s 1 s i , a n d y 2 = s 1 s j . But theǹ (y 2 ) ;`(y 1 ) `(y) ; 1 < (w) =(w 2 ) ;`(w 1 ). Now w e describe the recursive procedure of Step 2. On several occasions we will need two more words in the Weyl group. If`(us ) < (u) t h e n w e use the exchange condition to get a reduced word v = s 1 ŝ i s r;1 such that v us . (Here the^means that the corresponding generator is omitted.) Also, if`(vs r ) < (v), then we use the exchange condition to get a word x = s 1 ŝ j ŝ i s r;1 (or x = s 1 ŝ i ŝ j s r;1 ), such t h a t x vs r . Throughout the description of the algorithm the indices i and j will be xed.
Since does not contain components of type G 2 , there are four possibilities for the Dynkin diagram of r . W e treat each of these cases separately, and for each case we p r o ve that the algorithm terminates with the correct output.
A) Suppose that h _ r i = 0 . Here we return CommutationRelation(1 u ). Proof: Because ws us s r we h a ve t h a t us is a reduced word, so the recursive call is correct. By induction it will terminate, and return a u-expression, which is also a w-expression. Finally, h _ r i = 0 implies that T r (E ) = E , s o t h a t X = E T u (E ) ; q ( u ) T u (E )E . 2 B) Suppose that h _ r i = h r _ i = ;1. If`(us ) > (u) then we t a k e the following steps. 1. Set = CommutationRelation(1 u ) and = CommutationRelation(1 u r ). 2. Set 0 = Straighten(q ( u r) T u (E r ) ; q ;1 r T u (E r )). 3. Set 0 = Straighten( T u (E ) ; q ;1 r q ( u ) T u (E ) ). 4. Return 0 + 0 . Proof: The recursive calls of 1. terminate by induction. We h a ve t h a t a r e u-expressions. Therefore the input to the straightening algorithm in 2. is a wexpression. By what we h a ve seen above, this call will terminate, and the output will be a w-expression. The input to the same algorithm in 3. is a us -expression. Therefore this call will terminate. Also, because has weight + u r we h a ve that T u (E ) = q ( +u r u ) T u (E ) + 0 , where 0 is a u-expression. Therefore the terms with T u (E ) cancel, and the output at 4. will be a w-expression.
We h a ve E T u (E ) ; q ( u ) T u (E )E = (1) and E T u (E r ) ; q ( u r) T u (E r )E = :
We also have T r (E ) = E r E ; q ;1 r E E r , so that E T w (E ) = E T u (E r )T u (E ) ; q ;1 r E T u (E )T u (E r ): Now b y using (1) and (2) 
. If i 6 = 1 t h e n X = E T v (E r ) ; q ( v r) T v (E r )E can by recursion be written as a v-expression. (Note that`(vs r ) > (v) otherwise`(u) + 2 =(us r s ) = (vs s r s ) =(vs r s s r ) < (v) + 2 =(u) + 1). We h a ve t h a t u vs so we can transform this v-expression into a u-expression, using the algorithm described at the beginning of this section. In this case we h a ve ( r ) = ;2, ( ) = 4 and ( r r ) = 2. If`(us ) > (u) then we take the following steps.
1. Set = CommutationRelation(1 u ) and = CommutationRelation(1 u r ). 2. Set 0 = Straighten(q ( u r) T u (E r ) ; q ;2 T u (E r )). 3. Set 0 = Straighten( T u (E ) ; q ;2+( u ) T u (E ) ). 4. Set = 0 + 0 . 5. Set U = Straighten(q ( u r) T u (E r ) ; T u (E r )). 6. Set 00 = Straighten( T u (E r ) ; q 2+( u r) T u (E r ) ). 7. Set V = Straighten(q 2+( u r) T u (E r ) 0 ; q ;2 0 T u (E r )). 8. Set 000 = Straighten( 00 T u (E ) ; q ;4+( u ) T u (E ) 00 ). 9. Return U+V + 000 q+q ;1 .
Proof: The fact that all calls terminate follows easily by induction. Again 0 is a u-expression. So in 4., is a w-expression. Also U is a w-expression. As 00 has weight + 2 u r we h a ve that 00 T u (E ) = q ;4+( u ) T u (E ) 00 + 000 , where 000 is a u-expression. Therefore the output of the algorithm is a w-expression.
Using 6], 8.17(5) together with (1) and (2) (which also hold in this case) we infer that E T u T r T (E r ) = E T u (E r )T u (E ) ; q ;2 E T u (E )T u (E r ) =q ( ws ( r)) T u T r T (E r )E + q ( u r) T u (E r ) ; q ;2 T u (E r ) + T u (E ) ; q ;2+( u ) T u (E ) : Here the terms with reduce to 0 , and it follows that E T u T r T (E r ) ; q ( ws ( r)) T u T r T (E r )E = : (3) Now the formula following 6], 8.17 (8) implies that (q + q ;1 )E T u T r (E ) = E T u (E r )T u T r T (E r ) ; E T u T r T (E r )T u (E r ): Rewriting this, using (2) and (3) we get (q + q ;1 )E T u T r (E ) = ( q + q ;1 )q ( w ) T u T r (E )E + q ( u r) T u (E r ) ; T u (E r ) + T u T r T (E r ) ; q ( ws ( r)) T u T r T (E r ) : The terms with straighten without problems. For the terms with we n o t e that we h a ve T u (E ) = q ;2+( u ) T u (E ) + 0 (4) T u (E r ) = q 2+( u r) T u (E r ) + 00 : (5) Using (4) and (5), along with 6] 8.17(5) we calculate T u T r T (E r ) = T u (E r )T u (E ) ; q ;2 T u (E )T u (E r ) =q ( us r) T u T r T (E r ) + q 2+( u r) T u (E r ) 0 ; q ;2 0 T u (E r ) + 00 T u (E ) ; q ;4+( u ) T u (E ) 00 : Again the terms with 0 straighten without problems to a u-expression. Furthermore, the terms with 00 rewrite to 000 which is also a u-expression. So the output of the algorithm is correct. along with products of powers of T v (E ) a n d v-monomials. We h a ve that
)T u (E r )T v (E ) n;1 : (6) Using this and commutation relations obtained by recursion we straighten T v (E r ). In the straightening process we m a y encounter expressions of the form mT v (E r ), where m is a v-monomial. Using relations obtained by recursion we can rewrite this as q ( v r) T v (E r )m + a, where is the weight o f m, and a is a v-expression, which w e transform to a u-expression. Also we m a y encounter expressions of the form T v (E ) n m T v (E r ), where m is a v-monomial. We can rewrite this as q ( v r) T v (E ) n T v (E r )m+T v (E ) n a. Here T v (E ) n a is a vs -expression, which w e can transform into a u-expression. Using (6) we can deal with the rst summand. This yields an expression of the form T u (E r )T v (E ) n;1 m. After transforming T v (E ) n;1 m to a u-expression this becomes a wexpression. So we can rewrite T v (E r ) a s q ( v r) T v (E r ) + 0 , where 0 is a w-expression. 
E T u (E r ) = q ( u r) T u (E r )E + (8) where is a v-expression, and is a u-expression. Now, using 6], 8.17 we see that (q + q ;1 )E T v T T r (E ) = E T u (E r )T v (E r ) ; E T v (E r )T u (E r ). Rewriting this, using (7) and (8) we g e t (q + q ;1 )X = q ( u r) T u (E r ) ; T u (E r ) + T v (E r ) ; q ( v r) T v (E r ) : And this last expression is equal to U + 0 . W e note that (6) follows from 6], Appendix 8(3), (7) .
If`(v r ) < (v) t h e n w e note that T w (E ) = T x T r T T r (E ) = T x (E ) (cf. 6], 8.17 (9)). If j = 1 then we h a ve that x r = and therefore T x (E r ) = E . This means that X = T x (E r E ; q ;2 E E r ) = T x T r T (E r ) = T u (E r ). (In the second to last equality w e used 6], 8.17(5).) If j 6 = 1 then we use that (xs ) > (x) (indeed, otherwise`(u) + 2 =(xs r s s r s ) =(xs s r s s r ) < (x) + 3 =(u) + 1). So the recursive call in 4. is justi ed. By induction we have that X = E T x (E ) ; q ( x ) T x (E )E is an x-expression, which w e c a n transform to a u-expression. Proof: Again all recursive calls terminate by induction.
Using 6], 8.17(3) we h a ve E T u T r (E ) = E T u (E r )T u (E ) ; q ;2 E T u (E )T u (E r ): Rewriting this using (1) and (2) (which also hold in this case) we get E T u T r (E ) = q ( us r ) T u T r (E )E + q ( u r) T u (E r ) ; q ;2 T u (E r ) + T u (E ) ; q ;2+( u ) T u (E ) : Here the terms with do not pose any di culties. Furthermore, the terms with rewrite to 0 . W e h a ve that the 0 of 2. is a w-expression, so the output is a w-expression as well.
2
If`(us ) < (u) then we t a k e the following steps.
1. If i = 1 then return (q + q ;1 )T u (E r ). (5) we h a ve E T v T T r (E ) = E T v (E )T v (E r ) ; q ;2 E T v (E r )T v (E ): Rewriting this using (9) and (10) we g e t X = T v (E r ) ; q ;2+( v r) T v (E r ) + q ( v ) T v (E ) ; q ;2 T v (E ): We rewrite the terms with , which results in a vs -expression. As has weight + v( ) w e h a ve t h a t T v (E r ) = q ;2+( v r) T v (E r ) + 0 , where 0 is a vexpression. This means that the terms with rewrite to 0 . S o t h e U in (d) is a vs -expression, which w e transform into a u-expression. If`(vs r ) < (v), then we h a ve T w (E ) = T x T r T T r (E ) = T x (E ) ( 6], 8.17 (6)). If j = 1 then, using 6], Appendix 8 (7), we get X = T x (E r E ; q ;2 E E r ) = T x T r (E ) = T v (E ), which w e transform to a u-expression. If j 6 = 1, then we h a ve the same as in case C).
2
Now w e h a ve an algorithm for nding the skew-commutator of E and E for all positive r o o t s 2 . In order to nd the skew-commutator of F , F we use the automorphism ! of U q (g) g i v en by !(F ) = E , !(E ) = F and !(K ) = K ;1 (cf. 6], 4.6). Lemma 1 Let 2 be two positive roots, then E F = F E + , where is a linear combination of monomials of the form F K E , where K 2 U 0 , and the weight of F 2 U ; is of lower level than and the weight of E 2 U + is of lower level than .
Proof: This can be seen by writing E and F as expressions in the generators (i.e., E , F for 2 ). Then we straighten the product E F using the de ning relations of U q (g). Each time we use a relation of the form E F = F E + (K ; K ;1 )=(q ; q ;1 ), we replace one monomial by at most two. However, in the one arising from the second term, the total level of the E's and the total level of the F's has dropped. Hence the result is F E plus a linear combination of monomials F K E , w h e r e F is an expression in the generators of lower level than , and E is an expression in the generators of lower level than . W e nally rewrite these as linear combinations of monomials in the PBW-generators, which does not change their weight.
In principle the proof of Lemma 1 gives an algorithm for computing the commutation relation of E and F . H o wever, because the expression of E F in the generators can be rather large, a more e cient algorithm works as follows.
First we suppose that 2 is a simple root. If is also a simple root, then we know the commutation relation from the de ning relations of U q (g). If is not a simple root, then, because E lies in U + , there is at least one commutation relation of the form E E ; q ( ) E E = E + , where involves E for of lower level than . This allows us to write E as a linear combination e of monomials involving only E where is of lower level than . By recursion we already know the commutation relations of F with those elements. Finally we straighten eF . Lemma 1 ensures that all commutation relations needed for this are already known.
If is not a simple root, then we do the same as above, this time writing F as a linear combination f, i n volving only F , w h e r e is of lower level than . We straighten E f using the relations that we already know. Again Lemma 1 ensures that all commutation relations we need are already known.
We conclude that we h a ve algorithms for determining a multiplication table of a PBW-type basis of U q (g).
Remark. It is possible to show that the output X of the algorithm CommutationRelation only involves monomials in T w 1 T 1 T r;1 (E r ) : : : T w 1 T 1 (E 2 ), cf. 2], Theorem 9.1. Roughly the argument given there runs as follows. First we note that we only have to prove this for the case where`(w 1 ) = 0. For 1 i r we set i = s 1 s r;i ( r;i+1 ). (We use the same notation as in the statement of the algorithm.) Suppose that in X there occurs a monomial of the form E m 1 1 E m r;1 r;1 E m , where m > 0 ( w e recall that r = 1 = ). Then, because the weight of this monomial must be + w we h a ve t h a t w = ( m;1) + P r;1 i=1 m i i . N o w w e h a ve w ;1 < 0 a s(w ;1 s ) < (w ;1 ). Also we h a ve w ;1 i < 0. Indeed, write i = w i ( r;i+1 ), then s i = w i s i w ;1 i , and this implies that`(w ;1 s i ) < (w ;1 ). Using the above, we infer that < 0, which i s a contradiction.
Highest-weight modules and R-matrices
In this section we denote the weight lattice of by P. F urthermore, the fundamental weights are denoted by 1 : : : l , so that P = Z 1 + + Z l .
Let V be an irreducible nite-dimensional module over U q (g). Then there is a dominant w eight 2 P such that V is isomorphic to the nite-dimensional highest weight m o d u l e L( ) with highest weight (cf. 6], Theorem 5.10). So the problem of constructing the irreducible modules over U q (g) boils down to constructing the nite-dimensional highest-weight modules. These modules are constructed in the following way. Let = r 1 1 + +r l l be a dominant w eight. We let J( ) be the left ideal of U q (g) generated by E for 2 , along with K 1 ; q ( ) for 2 . Then we construct the Verma module M( ) = U q (g)=J( ). This is a U q (g)-module. But also M( ) = U ; (as vector spaces), where the isomorphism respects the left action of U ; . Let I( ) be the left ideal of U ; generated by F r 1 +1 1 : : : F r l +1 l . This left ideal is also a U q (g)-submodule and by 6], 5.9, Theorem 5.15 we h a ve t h a t L( ) = U ; =I( ) is the irreducible highestweight module over U q (g) with highest weight . In order to construct a basis of the quotient U ; =I( ), we calculate a Gr obner basis of I( ).
We consider the problem of calculating Gr obner bases of ideals in U ; . A s b efore we x a reduced expression s i 1 s i t of the longest element i n t h e W eyl group. And for 1 k t we set k = s i 1 s i t;k ( i t;k+1 ), and F k = F k = T i 1 T i t;k (F i t;k+1 ). Then U ; is spanned by the monomials F n 1 1 F nt t . F urthermore, from the properties of the output of the algorithm CommutationRelation we see that for j > i F j F i = q ( i j ) F i F j + ij where ij involves only F i+1 : : : F j;1 . N o w let < be the ordering of the set of monomials de ned in the following way. Let a 1 
Examples and practical experiences
Let be the root system of type B 3 . There are three simple roots, which w e denote by , , . W e h a ve that ( ) = ( ) = 4 , ( ) = 2 , ( ) = ;2, ( ) = 0 and ( ) = ;2. We compute the commutation relation of E and T T T T T T (E ). We h a ve r = and the of the algorithm is also here. So we are in case C). Also u = s s s s s , and`(us ) = 4. Furthermore v = s s s s is a reduced expression such that v us in the Weyl group. Therefore we h a ve t h a t i = 2. Also`(vs ) = 5 > (v). Hence we execute Step 2 of the second piece of algorithm of case C). By inductive calls (which w e l e a ve to the reader) we h a ve = T (E ) and = (q 2 ; q ;2 )T T (E )T (E ). In this case it is straightforward to transform into a u-expression, as = T T (E ). Then the straightening operation of Step b. gives U = ;(q + q ;1 )T T T (E ). We perform Step c. After transforming to a vs -expression we g e t = ( q 2 ; q ;2 )T T T T (E )T (E ) = ( q 2 ; q ;2 )T v (E )T (E ). We straighten T v (E ). Using a commutation relation that we get from a recursive c a l l w e get
Transforming the second term into a u-expression we get that it is equal to (q ;3 + q ;1 )T T T T (E )T (E ) + ( q + q ;1 )T T T (E ): By relation (6) we h a ve that the rst term is equal to q ;2 T v (E )T v (E )T v (E ) + T u (E )T (E ): Using T (E ) = T T (E ) and summing we get that 0 = ( q 2 ; q ;2 )(T u (E )T T (E ) + ( q ;3 + q ;1 )T T T T (E )T (E ) + ( q + q ;1 )T T T (E )): 
)T T T T T (E )T T (E ) + ( 1 ; q ;4 )T T T T (E )T (E )
which is equal to E T T T T T T (E ) ; q ;2 T T T T T T (E ) E . We h a ve implemented the algorithms described in this paper in the computer algebra system GAP4 ( 3] ). By E we denote the algorithm for nding the commutation relations of the E , E . B y FE we denote the algorithm for nding the commutation relations of the E , F . I n T able 1 we display some computation times of these algorithms for several root systems. We remark the following The algorithms are e cient enough to be able to deal with most root systems of rank 8. However, for E 8 the algorithm FE did not terminate. Some elements computed by the algorithm turned out to be so large that the program was not able to do the computations in 128M of RAM. From the computation times for D 6 7 8 , and by comparing D 8 and E 8 we see that the computation time increases rapidly if the number of roots increases. In Table 2 we list some computation times for the algorithm for constructing a highest-weight module. Table 3 contains some computation times for the algorithm for computing an R-matrix. On these tables we remark the following
The algorithm for constructing a highest-weight module is e cient enough to be able to construct rather high-dimensional modules. For F 4 we constructed a 273-dimensional module, and for E 6 a 351-dimensional module. However, the rst construction ran markedly longer than the second. This is caused by the fact that the multiplication of PBW elements is much more time consuming in the F 4 case, as the multiplication table is denser (i.e., contains elements with, on the average, more monomials than the table in the E 6 case). In the F 4 case a multiplication took on the average 0:203 seconds, while this was 0:036 seconds in the E 6 case.
The computations were done on a Pentium 500
The construction of R-matrices is only feasible for rather low-dimensional modules. This is caused by the fact that the endomorphism is the sum of all , w h e r e runs over all weights that are di erences of weights of L( ). For L( ) of higher dimension there are many more such . F urthermore, the dimension of the spaces U + increases rapidly. Therefore the calculation of becomes rather cumbersome. E + E = q E E + E E = q ;1 E E + E + E E + = q E + E : In the case of B 2 we assume that h _ i = ;1 a n d h _ i = ;2, which means that ( ) = ;2, ( ) = 2 and ( ) = 4. In this case we h a ve t wo reduced expressions for the longest element in the Weyl group, which lead to
